Understand instantly power capacity levels
Reproduce your power equipment grid to gain critical visibility over your load distribution and
understand rapidly utilization levels of your equipment. Get access in one-click to essential
information to help you take critical decisions for business continuity.

Data collection and validation process optimized
Manage data entry and approval by equipment type while mitigating human mistakes and
inconsistency using standardized data forms. Access quickly historical data charts and tables for
reference purposes while entering and approving data.

Create synergy between AC and DC power teams
It is no longer necessary to navigate between two tabs to understand the state of your power
infrastructure – the all-new Capacity Management allows you to consolidate your AC and DC
equipment in a single web page, allowing your AC and DC groups to work in harmony.

MAJOR ENHANCEMENTS
Asset Management
1. (SKY-769) - Readjustment of the conductance reference field units and impedance reference
for the cell models.

Synchronization with FIRMSuite legacy
1. (SKY-524) - Synchronization of new fields for models already imported in SKYNET.
2. (SKY-525) - Synchronization of new fields for equipment already imported in SKYNET.
3. (SKY-532) - Synchronization of models and cell equipment type already imported in
SKYNET.
4. (SKY-688) - Synchronization of approved manual entries of SKYNET to FIRMSuite legacy.

Data Gathering Management
1. (SKY-488) - Modification of audit scoring rules to be able to configure all possible results.
2. (SKY-794) - Modification of audit templates:
- To allow the possibility to generate reports according to a period
- To improve the recurrence of a period
- To visualize in read-only previous versions of an audit template.

MINOR ENHANCEMENTS
Dashboard
1. (SKY-518) - When dashboard’s map does not display, a list of sites is now displayed.
2. (SKY-528) - With Firefox browser, the right section containing sites’ listing was not displaying
in the dashboard.

Security
1. (SKY-726, SKY-462, SKY-463) - Modules access menus are now displayed according to
users rights.

Asset Management
1. (SKY-732) - Faster saving process after a modification of a rack model.
2. (SKY-768) - Drop-down or multiple-choice fields have no value displayed if a site, a model or
a device are edited in read-only with no selected option.
3. (SKY-781) - Standardization of displayed field values of a site, a model or an equipment in
read-only.
4. (SKY-797) - The red star is no longer displayed next to required fields when fields’ values of
a site, an equipment or a model are displayed in read-only. The label of a field is also no
longer displayed in red if there is no value.
5. (SKY-846, SKU-857) - Readjustment of maximum value allowed for field ‘’Maximum Current
Allowance’’ at 1 000 000 when the field is edited.

Data Gathering Management
1. (SKY-770, SKY-787) - Allow to visualize in read-only oldest versions of audit templates.

Rack Management
1. (SKY-380, SKY-723) - Allow to delete equipment from a rack.
2. (SKY-522) - Creation of a specific view of a rack model.
3. (SKY-808) - No page reload needed to make visible an additional rack.

BUG FIXES
Asset Management
1. (SKY-854) - “Positions Provided” field value of a rack model can no longer be in decimal.
2. (SKY-855) - “Required Positions”, “Required Positions Above” and “Required Positions
Below” fields values of a rack-mountable equipment model can no longer be in decimal.

Data Gathering Management
1. (SKY-486) - When a category is renamed, the change is now reflected at workflow and audit
levels.

Battery Maintenance
1. (FIRM-1127) - Now using cell reference value to calculate the SOH instead of cell model
value.

Rack Management
1. (SKY-459) - When editing a “controller” or “drain equipment” equipment type model, if the
value of the “Current Consumption” field was modified, racks’ statistics containing those
equipment models were not recalculated.
2. (SKY-460) - After deleting and adding an equipment in a rack, the rack icon in the site
inventory was not updating itself.
3. (SKY-461) - When editing a rack-mountable equipment model, if the value of the “Required
Positions Above” or “Required Positions Below” field was modified, racks’ statistics containing
those equipment models were not recalculated.
4. (SKY-847) - When a rack-mounted equipment was requiring mandatory positions below or
above, the exclamation mark was no longer displayed.
5. (SKY-851) - Moving an equipment from the inventory to a rack no longer makes it disappear
from the user interface.

The new version 5.01 of FIRMSuite is available as of May 28, 2018.
Multitel is committed to provide only the highest quality products for your needs. If you have
questions regarding this product change notice, please contact your Multitel sales representative.

